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vast wealth; a large portion of this was 

believed to have been embezzled by a fa 

vorite astrologer, or soothsayer: at all 

events, it had unaccountably vanished at 

the time of his death. One portrait, alone, 

of him was supposed to have escaped the 

general destruction; I had seen it in the 

house of a collector some months before. 

It had made on me a wonderful impres 

sion, as it does on all who behold it-a 

face never to be forgotten; and there was 

that face in the miniature that lay within 

my hand. True, that in the miniature the 

man was a few years older than in the 

portrait I had seen, or than the original 

was, even at the time of his death. But a 

few years! why, between the date in which 

flourished that direful noble and the date 

in which the miniature was evidently 

painted, there was an interval of morerthan 

two centuries. While I was thus gazing 
silent and wondering, Mr. J. said: 

" But is it possible? I have known this 

man." 
" How-where V" cried I. 

"In India. He was high in the confi 
dence of the Rajah of - , and well 

nigh drew him into a revolt which would 
ha.ve lost the Rajah his dominions. The 

man was a Frenchman-his name de 

V-, clever, bold, lawless. We insisted 
on his dismissal and banishment; it must 
be the same man-no two faces like his 

-yet this miniature seems nearly a hun 

dred years old." 
Mechanically I turned round the nminia 

ture to examine the back of it, and on the 

back was engraved a pentacle; in the mid 

dle of the pentacle a ladder, and the third 

step of the ladder was formed by the date 

1765. Examining still more minutely, I 

detected a spring; this, on being pressed, 

opened the back of the miniature as a lid. 

Within side the lid were engraved "M Mari 

ana to thee-Be faithful in life and in 

death to -." Here follows a name 

that I will not mention, but it was not 

unfamiliar with me. I had heard it spo 
ken of by old men in my childhood as the 
name borne by a dazzling charlatan, who 

had made a great sensation for a year or 

so, and had fled the country on the charge 

of-a double murder within his own house 
-that of his mistress and his rival. I 

said nothing of this to Mr. J., to whom 

reluctantly I resigned the miniature. 
We had found no difficulty in opening 

the first drawer within the iron safe; we 

found great difficulty in opening the 

second: it was not locked, but it resisted 

all efforts, till we inserted in the chinks 
the edge of a chisel. When we had thus 
drawn it forth, we found a very singular 
apparatus in the nicest order. Upon a 
small thin book, or rather tablet, was 
placed a saucer of crystal, filled with a 
clear liquid-on that liquid floated a kind 
of compass, with a needle shifting rapidly 
round, but instead of the usual points of a 
compass were seven strange characters, 
not very unlike those used by astrologers 
to denote the planets. A very peculiar, 
but not strong nor displeasing, odor, 
came from this drawer, which was lined 

with a wood that we afterward discovered 
to be hazel. 
Whatever might be the cause of this 

odor, it produced a material effect on the 
nerves. We all felt it, even the two 
workmen who were in the room-a creep 
ing tingling sensation fiom the tips of the 
fingers to the roots of the hair. Impatient 
to examine the tablet, I removed the 
saucer. As I did so the needle of the 
compass went round and round with ex 
ceeding swiftness, and I felt a shock that 
ran through my whole frame, so that I 
dropped the saucer on the floor. The 
liquid was spilt-the saucer was broken 
the compass rolled to the end of the room 

-and at that instant the walls shook to 
and fro, as if a giant had swayed and 

rocked them. 
The two workmen were so frightened 

that they ran up the ladder bv which we 
had descended from the trap-door; but 
seeing that nothing more happened, they 

were easily induced to return. 
Meanwhile I had opened the tablet: it 

was bound in a plain red leather, with a 

silver clasp; it contained but one sheet of 
thick vellum, and on that sheet were in 

scribed, within a double pentacle, words 
in old monkish Latin, which are literally 
to be translated thus:-" On all that it can 

reach within these walls-sentient or in 
animate, living or dead-as moves the 
needle, so works my -will! Accursed be 
the house, and restless the dwellers 
therein." 

We found no more. Mr. J. burnt the 

tablet and its anathema. He razed to 
the foundations the part of the building 
containing the secret room with the cham 
ber over it. He had then the courage to 

inhabit the house himself for a month, and 

a quieter,, better-conditioned house could 
not be found in all the city. Subsequently 
he let it to advantage, and his tenant has 

made no complaints. 

AUTUMNALIA. 
By Ftancis Fuller Barritt. 

THE crimson color lays 

As bright as Beauty's blush along the West; 

And a warm, golden haze, 

Promising sheafs of ripe Autumnal days 

To crown the old year's crest, 

Hangs in mid air, a half-pellucid maze, 

Through which the sun, at set, 

Grown round and rosy, looks with Bacchian blush, 

For an old wine-god meet, 

Whose brows are dripping with the grape-blood 

sweat, 

As if his Southern flush 

Rejoiced him in his Northern-zoned retreat. 

If but a leaf, all gay 

With Autumn's gorgeous coloring, doth fall, 

Along its fluttering way 

A shrill alarum makes a sharp dismay; 

And, answering to the call, 

The insect chorus swells and dies away, 

With a fine, piping noise, 

As if some younger singing mote cried out; 

As do mischievous boys, 

Startling their playmates with a pained voice, 

Or sudden, thrilling shout, 

Followed by laughters full of little joys. 

Perchance a lurking breeze 

Springs, just awakened, to its wayward play, 
Tossing the sober trees 

Into a thousand graceful vagaries; 

And snatching at the gay 

Banners of Autumn, flings them where it please. 

The sunset colors glow 

A second time in (lame from out the wood, 

As bright and warm as though 

The vanished clouds had fallen and lodged below 

Among the tree-tops, hued 

With all the colors of Heaven's signal-bow. 

The fitful breezes die 

Into a gentle whisper, and then sleep; 

And sweetly, mournfully, 

Starting to sight in the transparent sky 

Lone in the " upper deep," 

Sad Hesper pours its beams upon the eye, 

And for one little hour 

Holds audience with the lesser lights of heaven; 

Then, to its Western bower 

Descends in sudden darkness, as the flower-- >'- < 

That at the fall of even 

Shuts its bright eye, and yields to sorrow's power. 

Soon, with a dusky face, 

Pensive and proud as some East Indian queen, 

And with a solemn grace, 

The moon ascends, and takes her royal place 

In the fair evening scene, 

And Night sits crowned in Beauty's sweet em 

brace. 

My soul, filled to the brim, 

And half intoxicate with lovellness, 

Sighs out its happy hymn; 

And in the overflow my eyes grow dim 

With a sad happiness; 

Till, voiceless with the rapture of my dream, 
I yield my spirit up unto the bliss 

Of perfect peace, sad by its sweet excess. 
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